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Abstract
The material as one component of cost estimations also plays important role in supporting the success of one project. The material procurement can absorb so high cost from the project total cost. Therefore the use of the material is attempt as minimum as possible to avoid material waste produced. This study aimed to find out the dominant factor on the cause of material waste on the irrigation project, and to analyze the relationship and the influence between material waste factors and material waste indicators on irrigation project in Aceh Besar district. This study used questionnaire distributed to irrigation contractors, with the qualification of the companies are ranging from K1, K2, K3, M1, and M2 and located in Aceh Besar district since 2010 to 2015. The population obtained is 209 contractors; by using Slovin equation obtained that the study samples are 68 contractors. The result study showed that the dominant factor causes the material waste on the irrigation project in Aceh Besar district is material procurement factor. The relationship between material waste factors and material waste indicators on irrigation project in Aceh Besar district which consists of waste factor, other factor, material procurement factor, material handling factor have high relationship partially with the correlation coefficient value of Pearson which is \( > 0.400 \), while for implementation factor and design factor have low relationship partially with the correlation coefficient value of Pearson which is \( < 0.400 \). The influence between material waste factors and material waste indicators on irrigation project in Aceh Besar district which the most affecting is the material procurement factor and the waste factor. It means that if material procurement factor, material handling factor and waste factor increase will affect material waste indicator on the irrigation project in Aceh Besar district will improve.
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1. Introduction
The construction project is long process, there are many problems and constrains faced in the implementing period. The material becomes one of the factors which playing the important role in supporting the success of one project. In the implementing project period, the material use in the field cannot be avoided from the error and careless situation, which commonly known as material waste, which often arisen and difficult to avoid. The material waste cannot be neglected because it can disturb the implementation of the overall construction. This condition will require larger storage place in the project area which sometimes is limited, so we need to think the serious handling process to overcome this problem. From the handling process of material waste, we can separate among reuse material, recycle material, salvage material and disposal material.

Many factors can cause material waste, so it is required the better understanding about the concept of the waste and the ability to identify the waste types and the causing factors. If the waste factors can be identified, so the waste which commonly occurred in irrigation construction project implementation can be minimized.

In the irrigation project implementation especially in Aceh Besar district, construction actors still consider that material waste become natural matter found in one project, so that the effort to overcome this problem sometime neglected. Material waste which has not been identified will affect that the contractor does not know how the loss raised because of material waste found in the project location. The excess loss can affect the reduced profit received by the contractor. Based on this problem, we require carrying out the efforts to analyze the causing factors which causing the waste on the irrigation project in Aceh Besar district, so we can overcome this problem.
Based on the background explained, it is formulated the problem of this study which is what the most dominant factor causing material waste on irrigation project in Aceh Besar district is, and how the relationship and the influence between material waste factors and material waste indicators on Irrigation project in Aceh Besar district. The objective of this study is to analyze the most dominant factor causing material waste on irrigation project in Aceh Besar district and analyze the relationship and the influence between material waste factors and material waste indicators on Irrigation project in Aceh Besar district.

2. Literature study
2.1 Material
According to [1], material is one of the important aspects in the construction project. The material has high percentage as much as 50-70% of the total project cost. It shows that construction material needs good management in order to make the material required can be obtained in the appropriate quantity, quality and period.

Mentioned that material required in the construction project can be divided into two parts, they are such mentioned below [2]:
1. Consumable material; the material in which in the end of the construction will be the part of the building physical structure, such as cement, sand, course, brick, the reinforced steel, and others.
2. Non consumable material; the material which can support the construction process, and not become the part of building physical structure after the project finished, such as scaffolding, formwork, whilst retaining walls, and others.

2.2 Material waste
Stated that waste material produced from the construction project is the material that cannot be used as the waste of the construction process, repairment or renovation and because the error or accident which cause the material cannot be directly used in that place without any other treatment[3].

2.3 Material waste type
Mentioned that waste material produced during the construction implementation can be categorized into two parts [4]:
1. Demolition waste; waste derived from the demolition material of the renovation process or old building demolition.
2. Constructive waste; waste derived from construction process or renovation of, personal building, commercial building and other structures. The waste consists of cement, brick, plaster, wood, shingles, plumbing and electrical components. Construction waste can be categorized into two categories based on the type such mentioned below.
   a. Direct waste; waste material produced in the project because it is damaged, lost and not able to be used anymore.
   b. Indirect waste; waste material produced from the project because the material used volume exceeds the design volume, so there is no physical waste material in the field and affect the cost hidden

2.4 The factor causing the material waste
Mentioned that the sources causing construction material waste can be categorized into six categories, they are mentioned below [5].
1. Design factor
2. Material procurement factor
3. Material handling factor
4. Implementation factor
5. Residual factor
6. Other factor

Mentioned that the causing of construction material waste consists of four aspects, they are such below [6].
1. Material cut either contaminated or not contaminated;
2. Construction waste, consisting of all material of building construction, renovation, or demolishing (including concrete, wood, plastic, paper, metal, and others);
3. Construction debris; and
4. Building material production, such as cement, concrete, reinforced steel, wood, and others.

2.5 Material waste indicator
It is stated that material waste indicator or construction waste can be divided into the below [7].
1. Material cut either contaminated or not contaminated;
2. Construction waste, consisting of all material of building construction, renovation, or demolishing (including concrete, wood, plastic, paper, metal, and others);
3. Construction debris; and
4. Building material production, such as cement, concrete, reinforced steel, wood, and others.

3. Research methodology
3.1 Object and location
Study object is the factors causing material waste in the irrigation project. This study was conducted in Aceh Besar district, which aimed to the constructors in irrigation sector and SI001 sub sector, starting from small qualification (K1, K2, K3) to the intermediate qualification (M1, M2) located in Aceh Besar district.
3.2 Data resources
Data used in this study is primary and secondary data. The primary data used is questionnaire. While the secondary data used is the map of Aceh Province, map of Aceh Besar district and the list of contractor companies which taking irrigation sector and registered in the association named Construction Service Development Institution of Aceh Province in 2016.

3.3 Population and sample
On Construction Service Development Institution data in 2016, there are 209 contractor which registered in irrigation sector starting from small qualification (K₁, K₂, K₃) to the intermediate qualification (M₁, M₂) located in Aceh Besar district. The samples obtained in this study are 68 contractors.

The sampling technique used in this study is proportionate stratified random sampling using the current proportion. This proportion is based on the construction which has the experiences in handling irrigation project in Aceh Besar district since 2010 – 2015.

3.4 Research variable
The research variable is shown in Figure 1 below.

4. Result and discussion
4.1 Respondent characteristics
Based on questionnaire distributed to 68 respondent in which the irrigation sector constructors, showed that small amount of the respondents are 31 – 40 years old which total are 35 respondents (51.47%), small amount of the respondents are 20-30 years old which total are 18 respondents (26.47%), some are 41-50 years old which total are 11 respondents (16.18%), and the respondents with more than 50 years old which is 4 respondents (5.88%). All respondents are men. There are 47 respondents (69.12%) who are bachelor degree, there are 9 respondents (13.24%) who are diploma degree and there are 6 respondents (8.82%) of each who are senior high school degree and master degree.

There are 24 respondents (35.29%) as the field officer, there are 14 respondents (20.59%) as director and site manager, there are 10 respondents (14.71%) as quality engineer, and there are only 6 respondents (8.82%) as quality engineer.

There are 34 respondents (50.00%) whose working experience period is 6 – 8 years, There are 19 respondents (27.94%) whose working experience period is > 8, There are 13 respondents (19.12%) whose working experience period is 3 – 5 years, and There are 2 respondents (2.94%) whose working experience period is 0 – 2 years.

Based on the company qualification, K₁ is 53 respondents (77.94%), K₂ is 6 respondents (8.82%), K₃ and M₁ are each 4 respondents (5.88%), and M₂ is 1 respondent (11.34%). The respondents’ distribution based on the company qualification can be shown clearly in Figure 2.

4.2 Causing factors of material waste
The mean table of each material waste factor completed with the deviation standard and the ranking can be shown in the Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Deviasi Standard</th>
<th>Ratings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X1</td>
<td>Design factor</td>
<td>4.431</td>
<td>5.195</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X2</td>
<td>Material procurement factor</td>
<td>4.459</td>
<td>3.641</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X3</td>
<td>Material</td>
<td>4.200</td>
<td>6.177</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on the above table, the highest mean obtained is material procurement factor with the mean is 4.459. It showed that based on the constructors’ perception, the most dominant factor causing material waste in irrigation project in Aceh Besar district is material procurement factor. The material procurement factor consists of the indicators such as the mistake in the order both more or less and others, the purchasing cannot be done in the small amount, material purchasing is not suitable with the specification, the supplier sent the material which is not suitable with the qualification and less good packing condition causing the damage in the transportation.

The research conducted by [8] showed that based on frequency index calculation result obtained that the indicator of the most dominant factor causing material waste in irrigation rehabilitation project in Aceh Province the is excess demand or shortage demand of material because of quantity design mistake.

4.3 The relationship between material waste factors and material waste indicators
The relationship between material waste factors and material waste indicators has been analysed using simple correlation analysis. Based on Pearson correlation coefficient, showed that material waste factors simultaneously have the high relationship to waste material indicators in irrigation project in Aceh Besar district, with the correlation coefficient is 0.799.

4.4 The effect of material waste factor to material waste indicator
Totally, multiple linear regression analysis showed that from all the factors which have regression coefficient value, the highest values are obtained material procurement factor, material handling factor and waste factor. It means that the most dominant factors of the material waste affecting to the material waste indicator in irrigation project in Aceh Besar district found are material procurement factor, material handling factor and waste factor. So if material procurement factor, material handling factor and waste factor are increased, material waste indicators in irrigation project in Aceh Besar district will also increase.

F test showed that material waste factors have significant effects to waste material indicators in irrigation project in Aceh Besar District simultaneously, with the value of $F_{\text{counted}} \geq F_{\text{table}}$ which is $17,948 \geq 2.36$ and signification value is $0.000 \leq 0.05$.

Determination coefficient showed that material waste factors give simultaneously effects which is 60.3% to material waste indicator in irrigation project in Aceh Besar district, while the rest which is 39.7% is affected by other factors which is not observed in this study.

5. Conclusion and future work
Material waste is the material which is excessive or has finished to be used, including reused material, recycling material or the material which can be returned to the supplier, and can be disposed to other place which can be used by other people.

The construction material waste will keep increasing in line with construction development implemented. In addition to effect the project cost, it will also raise new problem which can disturb project environmental and surrounding area. The controlling of material waste quantity can be carried out by several methods; recycling the material become the useful items; demolishing the material by burning; and finding out the method to decrease material waste produced.
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